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Samuel Rees Howells, A Life of Intercession: The Legacy of Prayer and Spiritual
Warfare of an Intercessor by Richard A. Maton, Paul Backholer and Mathew
Backholer Rees Howells, a powerful intercessor, taught his son Samuel the
principles of intercession and commissioned him some weeks before his death,
stating, “Whatever you do, stand and maintain these intercessions.” For the next
fifty-four years, Samuel Rees Howells exercised a powerful intercessory ministry
as he focused prayer on gospel liberty, in order for the good news of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ to be given to every creature. With the mantle of intercession
weighing heavily upon him, Samuel spent decades participating with others in
their own countries, in profound spiritual struggles that shook world events and
shaped history for God’s glory! Discover how Samuel was led by the Holy Spirit
to exercise authority over the principalities and powers, and to ‘pray through’
until God’s purposes were fulfilled in many lethal world conflicts. Learn how God
still intervenes in world history, from the Korean War to the Cuban Missile Crisis,
and from the Six-Day War to the fall of the Soviet Union! Beginning in the days of
Rees Howells, this book continues this powerful story of intercession and traces
its effectual legacy into the twenty-first century. Filled with principles of
intercession, faith and spiritual warfare, this book provides a fascinating insight
into what is possible when the Holy Spirit finds an individual, who will stand in the
gap and become a channel for His intercession. Ezekiel 22:30, Romans 8:26-27,
Ephesians 6:12. Richard A. Maton worked under Samuel’s ministry for fortyseven years and provides us with an eyewitness account of Samuel’s life of
intercession. Richard is married to Kristine who joined Rees Howells’ Bible
College in 1936 and prayed alongside him. Together Richard and Kristine spent
more than 120 years at the College!
Edward M. Bounds takes us on a journey deep into the heart of active, powerful,
life-giving prayer. He invites us to pray in such a way that involves and touches
our entire being: mind, soul and body. We have all heard stories of great men
and women whom God used to change the world as they wrestled with Him on
their knees. This book uncovers the secrets to their devotion and gives practical
ideas and advice for entering into a more intimate and powerful life with God
through prayer.
The Intercession Ministry Manual deals with the all-important subject of prayer,
intercession, and spiritual warfare. This book provides detailed yet concise
pointers on the subject. In it, you will learn: the lies the devil doesnt want you to
know, your authority in prayer, intercession as a ministry to be taken seriously,
how intercession should be correctly done, prayer via social media, and much
more
This issue of The Ministry includes the first nine messages given during the 2004
spring term of the Full-time Training in Anaheim, California. The general subject
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of this series of messages is the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. What is
typified by the experiences of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is realized in the New
Testament, especially in Galatians 3--6. Abraham's experiences represent the
experiences of God the Father (3:8, 29), Isaac's experiences represent the
experiences of the Son (4:28), and Jacob's experiences represent the work of the
Spirit in discipline and transformation (cf. 5:16; 6:8; 5:22-23). The experiences of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob culminated in God's people, Israel. God's goal
always was and still is to have a corporate people to express and represent Him
on the earth. The existence of such a people--Israel in the Old Testament and the
Israel of God in the New Testament--depends upon certain kinds of spiritual
experiences had by all the people of God. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are the
foundation of the nation of Israel. Their experiences were not merely for
themselves. Their experiences were to gain a corporate people, all of whom
know God and experience Him as the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Last of
all, we include a report concerning the 2005 Chinese-speaking perfecting
conference in New Jersey.
The War ManualA Guide to Intercessory PrayerXlibris Corporation
Break free from financial bondage! Biblical Principles for Becoming Debt Free's
step-by-step approach will show you how, while laying a foundation of biblical
understanding regarding the stewardship of your resources. Rescue your life and
liberate your future! "Endorsed by: Dr. Jack Hayford; Dr. C. Peter Wagner; Ted
Haggard; Christine Caine of Hillsong Austrailia; Ron Blue president of Christian
Financial Professionals Network; Chen Hui-Lin of Campus Crusade Asia; Karen
Minnis, Speaker of the House -Oregon House of Representatives; Bill Greig III,
President Gospel Light Publishing; Dr. Barbara Wentroble; Marilyn Hickey; Dick
Iverson, Founder/Chairman Ministers Fellowship International"
The calling to start a prayer ministry is often a daunting one for many. Lets face
it, there are not very many places that one can go to find out how to do this.
There are many things involved in building a prayer ministry. It is important to
remember that while spiritual gifts are essential, there are practical steps needed
to grow a ministry on a national and international level. Such as government
regulations, policies and business strategies that need to be employed to operate
and maintain success. This book was written to help you navigate not only
through the spiritual aspects but the practical as well.
What if there was a key that made every prayer more effective--something that would
bring all prayers into agreement with the heart of God every single time? This type of
praying does exist, says bestselling author and prophetic leader James W. Goll, and it's
called prophetic intercession. It is the humble act of holding the needs of people before
God while leaning into God's heart for them. There is nothing mystical or elite about this
kind of praying, and it's for the new Christian and the most seasoned prayer warrior. All
you need is to learn to lean into your heavenly Father and pray what you see and hear
in alignment with his heart, empowered by the Holy Spirit. God wants you to align your
heart with his. He wants you to pray more effectively in these turbulent times, and he
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wants you to help usher in the fullness of his purposes on the earth. Are you ready?
Suffering comes to us all. But Christians today are often not prepared to suffer well and
have a shortsighted view of pain and trials. In this book Ken Boa shows how God uses
suffering to shape his children for eternity and to grow them in Christlike character. The
nature of our affliction is not as important as our response to it, and God is at work
through our hardships and wants to use them to prepare us for eternal life.
God has a more effective prayer life for you than you ever dreamed possible. Let this
volume be your open door to wonderful answers to prayer. Here is your personal guide
to a life of mighty prevailing prayer. Let this book speak to your heart, take you to your
knees, and help you obtain prayer answers in difficult and resistant situations.
Evangelist Leonard Ravenhill calls it an encyclopedia you will want to read and refer to
again and again. The evangelical church is guilty of the sin of prayerlessness. Wesley
Duewel has provided exactly what we need: a biblically sound exposition of prevailing
prayer and practical suggestions for ways to prevail in prayer.
Throughout his ministry, Andrew Murray passionately prayed and taught people about
prayer. In this volume he combines his devotional writing with his only study guide on
prayer: "Pray Without Ceasing." His simple but profound goal is teaching Christians
how to change the world through the powerful ministry of intercession.
Make your life a ministry of intercession--and help release God's best into the world! In
this book, you'll learn specific principles of intercessory prayer and how to apply them
and pray with dramatic effectiveness for unknown people in foreign lands, as well as for
your own loved ones.
Profiles eight dynamic and diverse congregations, identifiying the characteristics that
make each distinctive while explaining how any church can apply their ideas locally, in
a resource that also lists more than 300 recommended Protestant congregations.
Original.
This book is intended as an aid to believers in developing a daily time of morning
revival with the Lord in His word. At the same time, it provides a review of crucial
excerpts from the ministry concerning intercession. Through intimate contact with the
Lord in His word, the believers can be constituted with life and truth and thereby
equipped to prophesy in the meetings of the church unto the building up of the Body of
Christ.

"Go and make disciples . . ." It's one of the most familiar phrases in the Bible, but
one of the most puzzling and challenging to see fulfilled. How does one "make" a
disciple? What's the cost? What's the reward? Why do so many Christians
struggle with this Great Commission directive from the Lord? This book presents
seven clear, biblical principles of ministry for serious Christians who want to have
significant personal ministries. It gives encouragement, motivation, and practical
instruction for success in making disciples for Jesus Christ. These are principles
such as "Be what you want others to be," "Give your life to people, not just your
knowledge," and "Don't use people to build your ministry; use your ministry to
build people." This book will deepen your appreciation for the power of lay
ministry and help you be a disciple-maker for Christ, right where you are.
This issue of The Ministry of the Word contains the six messages from the
Thanksgiving weekend conference held in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, November
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22-25, 2012. The subject of this series of messages is "Prayer and the Lord's
Move." The banners in the following section embody the crucial truths and the
main burden of the conference. An Appendix section contains a record of special
fellowship with the churches spoken in the final meeting of the conference. The
Reports and Announcements sections at the end of this issue contains a
schedule of upcoming conferences and trainings sponsored by Living Stream
Ministry and a website link for information related to similar events in Europe.
Since he committed to begin every day in prayer, pastor Ronnie Floyd's life,
family and his ministry have been revolutionized by the power therein. In this
book, Floyd invites believers to join him in "Prayer 101," an introduction to a lifelong journey of intimacy with God.
Prayer is by far the most common and familiar religious practice known to man.
However, do we really know how to pray? Why did both Jesus and John the
Baptist find it necessary to teach their disciples—religious Jews who were
supposedly already very familiar with the concept and practice of prayer—how to
pray? In The Technology of Prayer you will discover the biblical science or
technology of prayer that causes it to be focused and effectual in reproducing
and establishing God’s Kingdom architecture here on earth. You will discover: ·
The true purpose of prayer · What it means to be a “house of prayer” · Prayer’s
architecture and foundation · Common myths and misconceptions about prayer ·
What causes prayer to fail · How to pray accurately · The true meaning of
intercession · Jesus’ model and example
The human heart cries out for many reasons. But the deepest cry is one of
yearning to be filled with God's presence and power. Whether we’re praying
“help me to forgive” or “show me Your will,” our hearts long to connect with
God. Jennifer Kennedy Dean will help you learn how to listen for God's answer to
your heart's cry. In this book, she shares principles of heart-changing prayer.
These principles are not easy steps to making God do what you want, but rather
they enable you to live fully in God's power, giving Him your heart to change as
He sees fit. The book is made up of 12 chapters, each including discussion
questions and a meditation and reflection guide. A leader's guide is also included
in the back to make the book useful for group study.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
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relevant.
When God's people pray, they want answers. Yet many Christians don't know
how to pray both effectively--in a way that gets results--and humbly--in a way that
aligns with God's will. Prayer is a powerful weapon against the true adversaries
of God's people: principalities, powers, dark rulers, and spiritual wickedness in
high places. These forces are the perpetrators of all kinds of evil: addiction,
abuse, poverty, and spiritual bondage run rampant through families, churches,
cities, and nations. What can believers do to battle these forces? They can pray.
Not just any prayer, but the prayer of petition, known throughout Christian history
as the prayer that gets results. Prayer of Petition explores this powerful prayer in
detail, from the many examples found in God's Word to more recent instances of
incredible miracles ushered in by this prayer. Readers will learn the biblical
definitions of petition and supplication and examine the key components of
preparation, thanksgiving, and humility. As readers learn to petition the Ruler of
All, their confidence that God will prevail--no matter what--will grow. As they learn
to rest in His promises, peace will reign over their hearts through the coming
revival.
Founded upon biblical principles and the author's many years of experience in prayer
ministry, the power-packed points in this book will instruct and inspire all Christians in
their divine call for intercession, both personally and in the local church gathering.
With some basic training in intercessory prayer, you can learn to pray the way God
intended—with eternal impact. If you would you like to hear God’s voice and know that
He hears yours, begin to understand biblical principles outlined in Prayer 101. Learn to
apply this knowledge to your personal and church prayer life through the variety of
prayer opportunities available to intercessors today. For church leaders who recognize
that members are often intimidated by the commitment to intercessory prayer, Prayer
101 is an invaluable training resource. Aspiring intercessors can be equipped to serve
in a variety of prayer opportunities throughout the church. Timid no longer. Be
transformed into an enthusiastic, praying Christian who unlocks the power to make a
difference in this world. Be equipped to pray in private or in public.
Designed for the counselors of the Christian Broadcasting Network, this practical
reference handbook is rooted in Scripture and cultivated by years of counseling widsom
and experience.
Do the programs crowding the typical church’s weekly schedule today lack an essential
element, one that is fundamental to their having the greatest spiritual impact?This
biblically grounded book asserts that many leaders overlook the necessary precondition
of discerning and cooperating with the empowering will of the Holy Spirit before putting
their plans into action. Growing the Church in the Power of the Holy Spirit is a highly
practical guide for nurturing relations between believers and the Holy Spirit, a process
facilitated by seven dynamics.• Love that draws us into engagement• Faith and
obedience• Receiving divine guidance• Exercising spiritual discernment• Welcoming
the gifts and manifestations of the Holy Spirit• Intercessory prayer that shapes the
future• Seeing and responding to kairos momentsAdvanced by the church leadership
and brought into being by the Holy Spirit, these factors help congregations preach and
teach, worship, heal, govern, make disciples of converts, and evangelize. One of this
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book’s strengths is the use of case studies to illustrate how the seven dynamics can
take root in local congregations.
In the adventure of pursuing intimate friendship with the only One who can totally fulfill
us, the author makes it clear that the price is high but that the privileges and rewards
are higher.
Revised and updated in 2017. How to Plan, Prepare and Successfully Complete Your
Short-Term Mission (STM) will guide you through all you need to know about your STM.
The author has been on more than thirty mission trips and has experience: as a team
member, a leader and as a host. He has participated in the most incredible mission
adventures, sharing the Word in Sudan, preaching in villages in India, supplying Bibles
in North Africa, assisting the persecuted Church in Asia, and maintaining mission
centres in Europe. The book Includes: • What to buy, take with you and leave behind •
Who to go with, where to go and when to depart • To join a mission organisation or
plan your own STM • The duration, destination and timing of your mission trip • Types
of STMs – evangelistic, preaching or humanitarian • Medical issues, your passport, visa
and travelling with money • Emotional and spiritual work before, during and on your
return • Understanding culture, language and giving your testimony • How to get the
money to go and setting a realistic budget • Food, drink, accommodation and working
with the locals • Team dynamics, etiquette, leadership and the team • Security, wisdom
and safety – being streetwise • Having a safe and successful STM Mathew Backholer
is the co-founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.co.uk) and films and presents the
reality mission series ByFaith TV which airs globally on numerous Christian networks.
He has travelled to forty nations of the world and is the author of many books, including:
Short-Term Missions: A Christian Guide, Extreme Faith: On Fire Christianity, Revival
Fires and Awakenings and Global Revival: Worldwide Outpourings.
The Lord Jesus Christ seeks a person or people who can stand in the gap before Him
in favor of an individual, a family, a nation and His Church: an intercessor. Intercession
is a support to see God acting favorably for his people. For someone to succeed in a
given area they should know the biblical vision of intercession, which explains the steps
of an efficient intercession: this starts by worshiping God and meditating on His word,
while doing so, the Lord will announce what He has in His heart. An Intercessor has
also to be aware of the depth and importance of intercession, he should know the need
of intercession, he has to identify himself with those for whom he is interceding, and
should have a heart of fire. The understanding of the principles of intercession makes
the intercessor to be an invisible man whose actions are visible everywhere he goes,
for he is a man without limit. He becomes the fire that can consume any work of Satan
and ensures successful destinies of people here on earth.

“To Africa and Beyond: Walking Through The Storms of Life With a Thankful
Heart” is a book about pilgrimage: physical, psychological and spiritual. It is
about travel, adventure and personal fulfillment. It is about helping people on
three continents through their challenges of discouragement and confusion while
experiencing violent mental and emotional storms in my own life. More
importantly it is a book about choices and consequences and lessons learned
throughout a life of high adventure coupled with gut-wrenching grief which could
easily have pushed me into mistrust of God & people, or cynicism & skepticism,
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or fear, or self-pity. It is a book about how God’s Love, Grace and active
Sovereignty in my life was able to pull me through the knot-hole of suffering that
at times threatened to engulf my soul (will, emotions & intellect), and rather to
help me stand on my feet through Faith in God. I was enabled to hold on to the
concept that God is a good God and the Devil is a bad devil in this broken world,
as well as the internal choice not to quit because quitting would be worse than
continuing. This I know, the most important, most faith filled prayer anyone can
pray is, “Lord, not my will but yours be done in my life.” I know this, too, that God
will usually not act sovereignly in our lives unless we have invited Him to do so.
All of this was done while living in North America and West Africa, as well as
extensive travel and ministry in Thailand, India, Cambodia and Vietnam. My hope
is that what you read in this book will help you in your own pilgrimage through life
on earth.
This manual is an invaluable resource for anyone from the global evangelical
community who is involved with training people for ministry. As a textbook, it
presents a biblical and educational framework for holistic training as well as a
context-sensitive process for the design of new programs and the evaluation of
existing programs. Packed with practical examples and aids, it is a tool trainers
will keep handy and use often in their course planning and implementation.
Why do bad things happen to seemingly good people? Why does God allow
Christians to go through storms others don't? What is meant by God's principle of
opposites? Why does God answer prayer at a time that is least expected? What
was the secret in David's heart that attracted and drew God? What are principles
Christians can learn that attract and move God? What is the culture in Heaven?
What is time in Heaven? What is God's "No-Fly Zone," where everyone is safe
from all spritual attacks? What's ahead, what goal is God steadily and confidently
moving toward? The answers might suprise you. All these and many more of
God's principles are discussed in detail in this book. These were just some of the
questions the author had when he was diagnosed with advanced stage cancer
only a year after he became a Christian. He was delivered from this illness, but
he remained troubled because he lived, while many others did not. Over 30 years
passed. Then, seemingly overnight, God answered and led the author to
principles He works by. A book was never planned. But as the author began to
write, he found three major principles. Over a three-year period, the author felt
inspired to add supporting principles under each of the main principles. The
author then began to see a pattern in the principles, where each supported the
other. And when combined, these principles taught the author how God works
using some or all of the principles in every life situation. All the principles are
carefully supported by scripture. God would also reveal to the author how these
principles began when he was orphaned at three years old, immediately at his
mother's death, and without his knowledge. As the author gave over to God the
final desires of his heart, God gave back to him answers that had been a mystery
about his mother and how God was moving to bring an unexpected spiritual
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homecoming with her. This book was written to give you peace and
understanding as you go through trials. Our sovereign God is at work in your life,
many times without your knowledge. www.GodOfPrinciple.com
As Christians we have been fighting in a war that we have not trained for and we
are not prepared for. It is time for us to train for the battles ahead. This manual is
designed to help churches and ministries ramp up their prayer coverage. It
applies a military model and the principle of agreement to corporate prayer. The
ideas and principles can be applied in any type of group setting.
PRAYING FOR MIRACLES is a non-fiction book about Bible study, faith, prayer
and miracles. The author, Newton Walkin, surveys the miracles of the Bible and
shows how relevant these are in assisting Christians today when praying for
miracles. The book has three parts: (1) deals with the person and work of the
Holy Spirit and the veracity of the Bible; (2) examines the principles of
intercessory prayer; and (3) looks at prayers and miracles in action. The
Appendix II helps those studying the Bible from cover to cover more than once.
The book is useful for the general Christian reader, lay preachers, Sunday school
teachers, prayer groups, intercessors and first year Bible Studies students at
university, seminary and Bible College. The book has 550 pages and 27
chapters.Walkin comes from a Christian home. He is a member of West Croydon
Baptist Church (WCBC), Croydon, England founded by James Spurgeon in 1869.
The views in this book are entirely those of the author and do not represent any
church, organisation or ministry. From July 1999 to December 2006, Walkin
achieved, by God's generous grace, his vision to read the Bible from cover to
cover 21 times, shown in Appendix II.Walkin believes in the awesome power of
intercessory prayer of faith. Walkin said, "If our faith is strong enough we can
successfully pray for miracles." On November 21, 2004, Walkin wrote a prayer for
London to win the 2012 Olympic Bid, held July 6, 2005. He wrote another prayer:
Olympic Prayer for Peaceful Games In 2012. And in January 2009 wrote a
Prayer/Psalm for President Barack Obama's protection.Now an evangelist
Christian writer, Walkin and his wife Eileen were baptized in March 2001 at
WCBC. Walkin also regularly attends Trinity Baptist Church, Croydon, England.
There are many different types of prayers that we can pray and as some may
argue, also many ways to pray. Some of these patterns include the prayer of
thanksgiving, supplication, forgiveness, renunciation, repentance, salvation and
others. The list is endless. Some believers are limited to praying by those
patterns mentioned and this is fine. However my objective in this manual is to
provide you with revelation and insight into my personal journey as an intercessor
and provide biblical truths that will help you further your mission in advancing the
Kingdom of God.From your personal prayer life to a corporate mandate, prayer is
the key to establishing a connection with God. I have learned that when we pray
on behalf of others we truly stir the heart of God. This kind of prayer is called
intercession and Christ forever lives to make intercession. Though our needs are
pressing and desires seem to go unmet, we must press on to cry unto the Lord
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for others. He is moved with great passion and his blessing will surely come upon
you.II Chronicles 7:14 declares, "If my people, which are called by my name,
shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked
ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their
land." Believers, our first approach to a lifestyle of prayer must be that we humble
ourselves (subdue and bring low), pray (make petitions), seek His face (worship),
and turn from our wicked ways (repentance). These are the four principles that
will help govern us in effective prayer so God can forgive us and heal our land.
Saints, the world we live in is based upon whatever we ask the Father to make it
or whatever we fail to ask Him. May a fresh anointing to pray be poured out upon
you as you read this manual!
In a world that is filled with communication tools at our fingertips, Back to Basics
distinctly reminds us that prayer is faster and more effective than any social
media device created.Doris Hope delightfully brings to the forefront that prayer is
a tool that causes you to supersede all the tactics of your enemy and gain the
victory in every situation.This book will reveal to you why prayer is necessary and
the amazing results it will have on your life. It will also help you to:Build a prayer
relationship with GodPray for spiritual and natural successIncrease your intimacy
level with GodBe confident when you communicate with GodDefeat your enemy
with prayerBack to Basics will set your heart ablaze for the love of prayer.
Whether you are a new believer or a seasoned saint, you will find that the prayer
principles contained in this book will catapult you to a level of intimacy and
successful living with God.About the AuthorDoris Hope is dedicated to living a
successful life through the power of prayer. Her mission is to help others find
peace in the grace of God and to maintain H.O.P.E. - Healing Over Pain
Effectively. She serves on the Intercessory Prayer Ministry at her local church.
Doris and her family live in Virginia.
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